
Decisions
Liberty Towers Church of the Nazarene

Men’s study

Whether you turn to the right or to the left, 
you will hear a voice saying, “This is the road! 
Now follow it.”
Isaiah 30:21
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Decisions Week two Review

Shine   
Question
Cross
Think
Apply

Two sheets

Shine - What do you remember for last week that had the brightest light
Question – What idea or concept raised a question 
Cross – What idea or concept revealed something about the character or ministry of 
Jesus
Think – What idea or concept made a difference in your life this past week
Apply – What did you different this week because of the lesson

Sheet One… from the class
Sheet Two… From your week
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Consumption of Alcohol

Is it part of the ten commandments?
can I still seek first?
Is it good or bad?
Is it right or wrong?
Is there an expressed command against it?

• In some societies drinking alcohol is an assumed bad thing, simply forbidden
• For some it is a matter of free will “I will do as I want”
• For some it is a societal poison not to be consumed no matter what the excuse
• For others it is seen as a harmless social lubricant
• For teen agers it is seen as a rite of passage into adulthood or a position of 

defiance.
• We live in a very ambiguous environment
• It seems as if there is an inner clamoring for specific guidance

• Socrates death two students took different paths
• Plato – eternal values, absolutes, no straying from a specific path.
• Aristotle – personal values dictated the decision making process.  All is 

relative
• Jesus broke from Jewish absolutism by placing the spirit of the law above the strict 

interpretation of the law 
• Motive over consequence

• Society seems to be bothered by the lack of absolutism
• We crave rules
• We desire listing of laws and commands.
• “How shall we Iive, exactly.”
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The question matters

Biological questions
Practices questions
Morals questions
Ethics questions
Spirit questions

If…. 
• “why am I addicted to alcohol”  It is a biological question – about the uniqueness 

of the person and his physical makeup.
• “How do I stop drinking alcohol” is a practices question - about actions, what is 

the method by which I stop
• “Is drinking a bad thing – it is a moral question  - What is my personal 

responsibility to the society or community which I live, 
• Family
• Church
• Work
• When I drive (community)

• “Should I stop drinking: - that is an ethics question – Personal decision, IS IT A 
RIGHT OR GOOD THING FOR ME

• “Is drinking a part of God’s will for me.”  This is a spiritual question, is it pleasing to 
God.

• Tonight I would address the spiritual question.
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How do we make the 
right decision as a 
spiritual question?

I am not getting into a list of processes
I am not going there to show you some magical understanding of the decision making
process
We could well talk about self-discovery
We could well talk about how God has made us
We could well talk about personal development that would lead to good decisions

spiritual gifts
desires
how circumstances affect us and sometime shape our decisions
We may talk about Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
We may talk about Thomas Aquinas and the differences between 

human nature and choice
We could talk about natural law
Tony suggested looking at Norman Geslers six types of ethical decision 

making
AND WE MY WELL touch some of them but there is a greater principle I need to 
address before These thing
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First sequential guideline for Christian decision 
making

In all decisions, the believer should humbly submit, in advance, to the outworking 
of God’s will as it touches every decision

 It has never been a question of what fits and what does not fit into God’s will.

 It has never been a question of when is the right time to follow god‘s will.

 It has never been a question of how to follow god’s will

 It has never been a question of IF.

 Seek first …. And all else is given. Is the first decision

 Must be the basis of all decisions for all saved

 with seek first comes a decision that all

Else is still in his scope of life.

Last week.  Was about the submission process.  It is acknowledgement  that all 
decisions are based upon the first position,
Foundation of all decisions.

Once the first general call is decided upon.  Seek First
It is my purpose of life
It is what makes me who I am
It is the call that draws me to God
It is the reason for my life
It is who I am

THEN WE MUST SECQUENTIALLY MOVE TO the Second General  Call to all Christians.
In all decisions, the believer should humbly submit, in advance to FIRST seeking 
God and his Kingdom
This is a call to all Christians.
No matter your circumstances
No matter your place in life
No matter what decisions you have made in the past
No matter your age
No matter your sex
No matter your predispositions
No matter your job, vocation, interests, preferences, desires
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Second Sequential Guideline for Christian 
Decision Making

In those areas specifically addressed by 
the bible through the revealed 
commands and principals of god are to 
be obeyed

1,050 new testament commands and 
principals

Concordance
Personal study
Borrowed from others
Could be more
Could be less

CONCEPT HERE IS SUBMITTAL TO GOD’S REVEALED WILL.
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• God’s will is a perfect whole.
• God’s Sovereign will

• God’s Sovereign will is immutable
• God’s Sovereign will is sometimes 

marked by interception.
• God’s Sovereign will can not be 

denied.
• God’s Commanded Will

• Can be followed
• Can be denied
• Can be rejected

God’s Revealed Will
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Two Wills of god

God’s will of Sovereign Will
 God’s will of command

Things he commands us to do
This is the will we can disobey and fail to do

The will of sovereignty is unbendable.  If God wills it will happen 
(doesn't matter if we believe or not)

The will of command is something we can object to, disobey, reject 
completely
Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,” will enter the kingdom of Heaven, but 
the one who des the will of my Father who is in heaven. Matt 7:21

even if we proclaim the lordship of God and disobey we will not enter 
into the kingdom.

Why?  Because it is not in the will of God.
Paul in I Thessalonians 4:3 This is the will of god, your sanctification: that you 
abstain from sexual immorality
This is the list…….
But it is more than that

Example….. Discussion
My wife has cancer.  She deals with every day.  It is a struggle sometimes just to get 
out of bed.

Is cancer part of God’s will?

We now have an answer.
1: it is not God’s will that Bonnie suffer and be full of pain..  It is not God’s will that 
she cannot be the wife and mother she needs to be.  
2. Cancer is part of the fallen nature caused by sin in the world.  God could well step 

in and touch her and be completely healed.  But He has chosen not to.  For 
reasons I don’t fully understand He hasn't.

3. I believe that God cares, I believe that God has allowed this terrible thing into our 
marriage for a purpose.  Don’t ask me what that purpose is, I don’t know yet.

4. He is able to work within it and make it good.
Examples.  Child molesters, Abusive parents, the guy that drinks and kills an innocent 
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on the street corner.
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Two Wills of god

God’s is sovereign
God’s will is over and in all things.
There is nothing that happens that God is not 

unaware

God’s will of command

Hold on to your seats here 
1.  God is sovereign control of all things – he has a perfect will in tune with this 
nature.

Jesus at Gethsemane.    My Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass 
from  me never the less, not as I will, but as you will.

God’s perfect will was for Jesus to die.
But in doing so caused others to sin.  Acts 4:27-28 Herod and Pontius 

Pilate, Gentiles and the peoples of Israel to sin according to Isaiah 53:10  The very act 
of their sin – murder – to follow his will.

Sometimes God’s will allows things that he hates to come to pass to keep his perfect 
will.

I Peter 3:17  It is better to suffer for doing good, if that should be God’s will, than for 
doing evil

God’s will includes suffering.  God’s will allows persecution, God allows 
unmerited distain or even hate which is a sin

Romans 11:29 God’s gifts and his call are irrevocable  (speaking about the nation of 
Israel)

30.  just as you were disobedient to God and have now received mercy 
as result of their disobedience.

God’s sovereign will – salvation
God’s commanded will – they keep all the laws  They 

didn’t 
Did it thwart God’s sovereign will.   

No it gave even more the 
opportunity.
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Revealed Will

The very nature of God
Tony’s study of the attributes of God

No command, principle or example of God is 
contradictory to God’s nature

Revealed commands Bible
1050 commands, admonishments, examples, principles

How does God reveal his will?
Where do we start?
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Three dispensations
The old testament 
A shadow of what was to come
Ten commandments

laws of Leviticus 

Wisdom of the Poetic songs and psalms

promises of the prophets

The Gospel of Jesus as told by Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
The church of the first century
Commands

principles

Examples

Three dispensations
The old testament 

A shadow of what was to come
Ten commandments
laws of Leviticus 
Wisdom of the Poetic songs and psalms
promises of the prophets
Jesus said He did not come to destroy the law but to fulfill it.

From principle to example
From precept to a livable life.
From acts to perceive the Glory of God to being the 

glory of God to man
The Gospel of Jesus as told by Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
The church of the first century

Commands
Principals
Examples

Spend a lifetime learning and understanding
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How do we discern the Will of God 
for All Christians.  

(2nd general guideline)

This is the second general guideline 
It is part of the GENERAL CALL TO ALL CHRISTIANS.

Not a question of self determination of what I should Do or not do.
It is the same for all Christians

First part the general rule:  SEEK FIRST
Second bart of the general rule is to the revealed Will of God..

HOW DO WE DISCERN.   Comprehend, understand, 
If we are to follow how do we know which one is most important

Pharasees.  Scribes.  Saudusees
Always taking an exressed will of God in the Bible and trying to further 

define it.
“Which is the greatest Commandment?”  Give me a list in order so I 

can descide for my self what is more important.,
I need an interpretation of the interpretation of the interpretation.

Second page of our list Ephesians 5:8
Be not drunk with wine which is excess. Because it leads to other things.

Interpritation.  Then it is OK to drink as long as it is not to execss!
It is OK to drink Beer to excess.

CAREFULLY HERE…..
I am not here to give you a list of dos and don’ts.   
I need you to understand, to comprehend that is something more than 

legalism, and rule keeping.
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Worldly view 

Sees man as a well evolved animal
Has social morals because it serves a purpose in society
Ethics is simple out growth of social morals

But there is no leeway for not following the social 
norms.

Politically correct.

Maslow
our lives are only a physical climbing the piramyd
Ethics and morals are included only in the top
Our decisions are driven by our physical needs

But it very self aware…..
I come first
ME FIRST
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Christian View 
Body – Soul - Spirit

Soul
The mind, 
intellect, 
decision 
maker

Spirit
Relationship 
to God and 

his will

Three parts
Body…. Maslow
Soul  --- Decision maker
Spirit – God and His will

The spirit can counter weight Maslow
To allow the soul, the decision maker to disciple and to control the 

body

Examples
Fasting
Missionaries move into danger
Monks forgo company
Call to humility

TO DISCERN the will of God for all Christians is to allow the spirit to determine the 
revealed will of God
First rule…. SEEK
Second Rule… Discern
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I APPEAL TO YOU THEREFORE, BROTHERS, BY THE 
MERCIES OF God, to present your bodies as a 
living sacrifice, holy, and acceptable  to God, which 
is your spiritual worship.  
Do not be conformed to this world, but be 

transformed by the renewal of your mind.  That by 
testing you may discern what is the will of God, 
wat is good and acceptable and perfect.

Romans 
12

Verses
1 and 2

Handout Worksheets Romans 12:1,2

What is the main point?
What are the arguments?
What is the solution

The aim of Romans 12:1,2 is that all of life would become “spiritual worship
The aim of all human life in God’s eyes is that Christ will be revealed in our lives 
to such an extent that the whole world will see Him as He really is.

Worship means using our minds and hearts and bodies to express the worth of God.

There is a way to live
There is a way to love
There is a avenue of perfection of life that displays God’s glory to all.
*********************************************************************
*****
Verse 2 is Paul’s answer to how to turn all life into worship.
To be transformed
Not just external behavior dictated by 1050 commands, precepts, principles,
It is a change in how we think,   IT IS A RENEWAL OF OUR MINDS.
A NEW MINDSET.
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God’s will in Romans 12: 1-2

By testing you will discern
Hebrews 5:14  
The secret is not seeking the unknown will
The secret is to discern what we should be doing 

by god’s Spirit.

It would be easy to go down the rat hole of saying it is up to me to figure out the 
mystery of God
To figure it out then I can approve it. To Test it 
Hebrews… 5:14

Solid food is for the mature, for those who have their powers of 
discernment train by constant praxis to distinguish good for evil.

The secret of Romans is not about ferreting out the secret will of God 
The secret of romans is not some secret decoder ring to use to understand.
The secret of Romans is God is sovereign, he has a plan. But our job is not to figure 
out what God is going to do but what we should do.
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Three stages of knowing and doing God’s will

 Stage one

 God’s will of command is revealed with final and decisive authority only in the Bible

 We make lists and try to find a way to live according to all these precepts, commands and examples

 But we struggle .  No list is comprehensive enough

 Babes seeking the next fix of God’s guidance.

 “What is the future, what Am I to do.

 Stage two
 Need a renewed mind to see it.  

 Without this new  mindset, we will always distort the scriptures 

 Without this renewal we will always fall back on legalism and interpritation

 Application of biblical truth 

 Not a pharaseeian legalistic list of absolutes.

 Not constantly trying to hear God’s voice

 Stage three

 Majority of decisions

 Comes with a renewing of the mind

 New habits. Out of the well of life.

Stage one
God’s will of command is revealed with final and decisive authority only in the 
Bible
But we struggle,  we try in vain to keep all the commands, examples and 
principals and we fail over and over again.

The very thing I struggle to do, I do not do
The very thing that should not do, ID

Need a renewed mind to see it.  
Without this new  mindset, we will always distort the scriptures 

Stage two
Application of biblical truth to our hearts
Not a pharaseeian legalistic list of absolutes.
Not constantly trying to hear God’s voice

If you want to know the future you don’t need God you need a crystal 
ball
Grand difference between praying and seeking a new mind that discerns the 
will of God, than Asking god to reveal new truth.
One is based upon our desire to know God the other based on knowing the 
future.  To understand the unfathomable.
If you are waiting for a voice you will be disappointed.  
It is a life not a leading.

Stage three
Majority of decisions

95% of our decisions are DUH discussions
We don’t look to God in prayer, and seeking of God’s will.  We just do 

it.
They are a spillover from what is within us.
Matthew 12:34-35

You brood of vipers! How can you speak good, when you are evil? for out of the 
abundance of the heart the mouth speaks. 35 the good person out of his good 
treasure brings forth good, and the evil person out of his evil treasure brings 
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forth evil.
Comes with a renewing of the mind
New habits. Out of the well of life.
Commands are kept because the living will that springs up from within.

Commands of “don’t be angry”, “Don’t’ be prideful”, “don’t covet”, 
“don’t be anxious”, “Don’t be jealous”, “don’t be envy”.

Not premeditated.
They rise up out of a heart 

The plain truth is not keeping the law and all the precepts, and all the 
examples, and all the commands
The great task that lays before us is be transformed by the renewing of your 
mind
New hears and new minds.

Dig deep into the world.  Immer4se yourself in it.
Saturate your mind with it.
Pray that God will renew your mind
So that the spill over will be good and acceptable and perfect.  The will of 
God.
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Brings new priorities

Relationship over things

Intellect over emotion

Joy over Happiness

Future over past

The renewing of mind sets priorities over lists, over laws, over precepts.

1. Relationship over things
• People are always more important than things
• Things come and go
• People are forever
• Wives are more important than a type of clock

2. Intellect over emotion
• Emotions rule the immediate
• Slow down and let the emotion subside
• The intellect allows the spirit to speak
• The intellect allows the soul to make the decision

3. Joy over Happiness
• Happiness is short term
• Joy comes in abiding
• Our desire will change the longer we abide in Him
• Joy is beyond a smile
• Seeking happiness will cause it to disappear
• Happiness is a good thing but when it is rooted in joy it is the best
• We can’t always have happiness but we can always have joy

4. Future over past
• The past is over, can’t change that but it can be forgiven
• The past does not necessarily dictate our future
• Our habits of yesterday can be broken
• The future is based upon on decisions
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